The 2-in-1 Acer Chromebook Enterprise Spin 513 is the first Qualcomm-powered Chromebook with optional 4G LTE connectivity, perfect for school or business alike. www.acer.com/ac/en/US/content/professional-series/acerchromebookenterprisespin513

Always-On Connectivity

THE MODERN WORKFORCE

Top three reasons the Acer Chromebook Enterprise Spin 513 is the best fit for the modern workforce:

1. LTE Enabled
2. Zero-touch enrollment
3. Ultra-long battery life

CONSTANT CONNECTION

The Chromebook Enterprise Spin 513 features the Qualcomm Snapdragon 7c platform, which provides an always-connected 4G LTE option.

ALWAYS-CONNECTED 4G LTE

The Chromebook Enterprise Spin 513 features the Qualcomm Snapdragon 7c platform, which provides an always-connected 4G LTE option.

ALWAYS-CONNECTED 4G LTE

ALWAYS-CONNECTED 4G LTE

ADVANCED FEATURES

The Chromebook Enterprise Spin 513 is built with the following advanced features:

- Always-On Connectivity
- Enterprise class features

ENTERPRISE CLASS FEATURES

The Chromebook Enterprise Spin 513 is built with the following advanced features:

- CHROME ENTERPRISE OS POWERED
- Zero Touch Enrollment
- Advanced features

CHROME ENTERPRISE OS POWERED

The Chrome Enterprise OS helps improve security, simplify orchestration, provide flexible access, and provides easy access to support.

ZERO TOUCH ENROLLMENT

The Chrome OS paired with the features built into the Chromebook Enterprise Spin 513 provide Zero Touch Enrollment (ZTE). IT can deliver a device to any worker anywhere that will automatically enroll as soon as the worker connects to the internet.

ANY WORKER ANYWHERE

Top three reasons the Acer Chromebook Enterprise Spin 513 is the best fit for the modern workforce:

1. Battery life of up to 14 hours
2. 13.3" Corning® Gorilla® Glass touchscreen display with IPS technology, full HD, and a 16:9 aspect ratio
3. Touchpad and optional backlit keyboard

TRULY READY OUT OF THE BOX

Once a user receives their device, all they need to do is connect to the internet, log in, and they’re ready to go.